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FEATURES DETAILS

Check  Max concurrent users per test ≤ 1.2 million. Simulated Virtual Users (VUs).

Check  Realistic simulated users VUs use multiple concurrent TCP connections when loading 
resources from a single target host; can emulate a range of 
browsers; use DNS just like real clients (cache according to TTL, 
etc.); extensive HTTP support including redirect behavior, custom 
headers, all verbs, cookie handling, compression handling, etc.

Check  HTTP verbs GET, POST, PUT, HEAD, DELETE, OPTIONS, TRACE, PATCH.

Check  Custom HTTP headers Set any HTTP headers to correctly interact with an application, 
load balancer, caching solution etc.

Check  Browser based test recording IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari and Opera.

Check  Mobile testing Easily record mobile user scenarios using our hosted proxy re-
corder - simulate mobile operating systems (iOS and Android), 
mobile network conditions (3G, 4G, Edge, etc.), packet loss, jitter, 
mobile browser behavior (Safari and Chrome).

Check  Request parameters

Check  Max test time Unlimited.

Check  Number of data series Up to 5000 data points for each URL and each point in time via 
our UI. Virtually unlimited data points if results are exported to 
CSV.

Check  Server Metrics data series 4+. CPU, RAM, disk and network usage. Add Nagios plugins for 
any custom metric.

Check  API access Configure, run tests, and extract results using our REST API or our  
Java and Python SDKs.

Check  Schedule single test run Schedule daily, weekly, monthly recurring tests.

Check  Recurring tests Unlimited.
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FEATURES DETAILS

Check  Multiple user scenarios Include up to 10 different user scenarios in a single test via our UI. 
Customized plans will include as many as required.

Check  Multi-step testing As many ramp-ups and -downs as needed.

Check  Quick load ramp-up Ramp-up user load from 0 to 100,000 in under a minute.

Check  Dynamic and advanced scripting JSON and XML parsing; HTML form handling including parsing and 
querying HTML DOM using either CSS or XPath queries; URL 
parsing, building and joining; encode/decode using base64; bit- 
fiddling; all character representations (single and double bytes). 

Check  Multiple test locations 12 regions globally - powered by Rackspace and Amazon.

Check   Simultaneous multi-geo load 
generation

In a single test, generate load from up to 10 different regions - 
simultaneously.

Check  Overall response time reporting

Check  Response time per content type

Check  Response time per URL

Check  In-test logging

Check  Override DNS Override the information in the public DNS to redirect traffic for a 
hostname to a different IP-address.

Check  Google Analytics integration Use your Google Analytics data to configure a load test.

Check  Continuous Integration Plugins Automate user acceptance tests with Jenkins and TeamCity
plugins.

Check  Concurrent tests Run two or more tests concurrently.
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FEATURES DETAILS

Check  Real-time testing and results Analyze and see tests results live as the test runs. Not only 
post-mortem.

Check  Multiple data stores Include parameterized data in load scripts by adding one or more 
data stores to load script(s).

Check  Export results Export test results in CSV for distribution, analysis, inclusion in 
other dashboards, etc.

Check   One user interface (UI) to rule 
them all

One consistent and comprehensive UI for preparing, executing and 
analyzing test results.
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